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Exterior stairway into Holden, entering through 1st & 2nd floor corner windows (Patton Hall corner)
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First floor, viewed from original Mining Engineering offices (Patton Hall corner)
Looking toward side door that exits toward McBryde; elevator is to the left.
Holden Construction Site – a Tour

May 10 photo showing interior stairwell
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Looking up where stairwell used to be
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Stair railings
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Original first floor hallway leading to the back door
Looking out the back entrance. Note that the long hallway is gone!
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The front entrance (foyer)
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Foyer ceiling, 2004

Foyer ceiling – wood removed
Standing in former stairwell area looking at two floors; back entrance is to the left.
Standing in former stairwell area looking up to second floor toward Materials Engineering side.
Looking toward Mining side. Back entrance to the right, elevator shaft left of center.
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Looking toward Mining side from back entrance.
Standing on second story landing of exterior stairway
Standing on second story landing of exterior stairway, looking towards Norris
Looking into 2nd floor, Patton corner (formerly Professor Asryan’s office)
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Second Floor view from Professor Asryan’s window toward far end, the Materials Engineering offices
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View from corner of Holden, new elevator shaft, McBryde in background
Removing wall form (used to pour concrete)
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Laying down used wall form
Standing next to the Norris wall
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